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DATAGRYD PARTICIPATES IN DATACENTER DYNAMICS  

ENTERPRISE USA CONFERENCE 
 

NEW YORK, NY – March 20, 2015 – DataGryd is pleased to announce its participation and 
support of the Datacenter Dynamics Enterprise USA conference, which took place on March 17 
and 18, 2015 at the Marriott Marquis in New York City. 
 
As the largest single-footprint data center space available in New York City, DataGryd 
recognizes the importance of building connections and exchanging ideas face-to-face in the 
technology and data center industry, and is therefore proud to have helped present the 
Enterprise USA forum in its home city. 
 
Introducing the MegaSuite 
DataGryd recently launched its turn-key, high-power data center called the MegaSuite, which 
has technology-driven operational efficiencies that allow for a significantly reduced cost of 
entry and cost per KW. Each suite is tenant-optimized, driving economies with a low 
OPEX/CAPEX to maximize clients’ capital preservation. 
 
Partnering with Data CenterDynamics 
A strong supporter of innovation in data center infrastructure and IT strategy, DataGryd 
participated as a Knowledge Partner in the Enterprise USA conference hosted by Datacenter 
Dynamics. The large-scale two-day series of events focused on the three primary data center 
vertical classes: enterprise, internet and services. The multi-track conference program boasted 
presentations from the industry's most forward thinking practitioners and serves as a reference 
point for the data center market. 
 
About DataGryd 
DataGryd is a premier data center company headquartered in the heart of New York City and 
offering efficient space with state-of-the-art power and cooling infrastructure for multi-tenant 
collocation, data network, telecommunications, cloud, and large enterprise companies to 
operate. DataGryd’s management has more than 100 years of combined industry experience 
and expertise in owning and operating data centers, acquiring real estate for institutional 
investors, and overseeing telecommunications network construction and engineering projects. 
For leasing information, please contact Mona Weisberg of Colliers International at 
mona.weisberg@colliers.com, or by phone at (212) 716-3894. 
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